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Judgmental immunity is one of
the most powerful offensive
tools use in defeating ever more
creative claims made by plaintiffs suing their former attorneys. The defense takes different forms and extends to various
degrees in jurisdictions across
the country, but this defense is
taking center stage in an ever
increasing number of cases. The
basics of this defense, its limit,
and its use are the subjects of
this article.
The Broad Interpretation of
Judgmental Immunity
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Courts across the country have
held that an attorney may use
the doctrine of judgmental immunity to defend a claim of malpractice and which provides that
“an attorney will generally be
immune from liability, as a matter of law, for acts or omissions
during the conduct of litigation,

which are the result of an honest
exercise of professional judgment.” McIntire v. Lee, 149 N.H.
160, 816 A.2d 993, 1000 (N.H.
2003) citing Woodruff v. Tomlin,
616 F.2d 924, 930 (6th Cir.
1980) and Sun Valley Potatoes,
Inc. v. Rosholt, Robertson &
Tucker, 133 Idaho 1, 981 P.2d
236, 239-40 (Idaho 1999). The
Illinois Supreme Court has
stated: “It is clear that an attorney is liable to his client only
when he fails to exercise a reasonable degree of care and skill;
he is not liable for mere errors of
judgment.” Smiley v. Manchester
Insurance & Indemnity Co., 71
Ill.2d 306, 313 (1978) (As one
author has noted: “[T]he
‘attorney judgment’ defense [is]
also commonly referred to as
'judgmental immunity' or the
'error of judgment' rule. Whatever the label, at its core, the
rule dictates that attorneys do
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not breach their duty to clients,
as a matter of law, when they
make informed, good-faith tactical
decisions.”
J.
Mark
Cooney, Benching the MondayMorning
Quarterback:
The
"Attorney Judgment" Defense to
Legal-Malpractice
Claims, 52
Wayne L. Rev. 1051, 1052
(2006).
It is well-settled law in Illinois
that an attorney is not liable for
conduct which is deemed to
constitute a mere error of judgment even if the exercise of that
judgment led to an unfavorable
result for the client. Goldstein v.
Lustig, 154 Ill. App. 3d 595, 600
(1st Dist. 1987); see also, O’Brien
and Associates, P.C. v. Tim
Thompson, Inc., 274 Ill. App. 3d
472, 480 (2nd Dist. 1995) (“The
law distinguishes between mistaken judgments and errors of
negligence. A mere error of
Continued on page 2

CYBERSECURITY AND DATA BREACH LITIGATION UPDATE,
BY: THOMAS D. JENSEN, ESQ.
“There are only two types
of companies left in the
United States, according to
data
security
experts:
‘those that have been
hacked and those that don't
know
they've
been
hacked.’”
Storm v. Paytime, Inc., 90 F.
Supp. 3d 359, 360 (M.D. Pa.
2015).
We review here current devel-

opments in cybersecurity law
arising out of data security
breaches. Criminal data hackers
attack systems electronically,
seeking to monetize Personal
Identifying Information (“PII”)
and Protected Health Information (“PHI”) through unauthorized credit or debit transactions
and otherwise.
And street
thieves steal or otherwise convert smart phones, tablets, lap-

tops, desktop hard drives,
backup tapes, CDs, and even
servers seeking access to the
same data. They go “phishing”
to acquire PII through email
communications that appear to
be from a legitimate source, or
they install “malware” or malicious software onto point-of-sale
systems to acquire credit card
numbers and expiration date
data.
Continued on page 4
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JUDGMENTAL IMMUNITY, CONT’D
judgment does not subject an attorney to liability even
if that erroneous judgment leads to an unfavorable
outcome for the client.”).
Application of the above rule is particularly appropriate when an attorney is challenged on his choice of trial
tactics. See, Oda v. Highway Insurance Company, 44 Ill.
App. 2d 235, 252-53 (1st Dist. 1963). Citing to Oda with
approval, one of the leading commentators on legal
malpractice has summarized the rule as follows:
The failure to obtain a favorable verdict for
the client does not establish fault by a lawyer.
Decisions of what witnesses to call, what testimony to obtain or when to cross-examine
almost invariably are matters of judgment.
That exercise of judgment includes the attorney’s evaluation of the witnesses’ credibility,
the effect of the testimony on the trier of fact
and the need for the testimony. Few attorneys proceed in the same manner. In hindsight, even the defendant-attorney probably
would agree with the unhappy client that a
different approach might have been more
productive. Thus, the rule that an attorney is
not liable for a mere error in judgment is extremely appropriate and necessary to protect
the attorney engaged in the conduct of a trial,
who must continuously select between alternatives, few of which are necessarily wrong or
right.
R. Mallen and J. Smith, Legal Malpractice, § 30.40, p.
595 (2006). (citations omitted).
Still other jurisdictions that have considered the issue,
have held that an attorney’s tactical decisions at trial do
not constitute grounds for a legal malpractice action as
long as the attorney acts in good faith. See, Woodruff v.
Tomlin, 616 F.2d 924, 930 (6th Cir. 1980); Simko v.
Blake, 532 N.W.2d 842, 848 (Mich. 1995). “Otherwise,
every losing litigant would be able to sue his attorney if
he could find another attorney who was willing to second guess the decisions of the first attorney with the
advantage of hindsight.” Woodruff, 616 F.2d at 930;
Simko, 532 N.W.2d at 848. Notwithstanding the ability
to use this defense as a matter of law, some courts have
held the application of the attorney judgment rule is
most often a question of fact and may make it difficult
to obtain dismissal or summary judgment. Gelsomino v.
Gorov, 149 Ill. App. 3d 809 (1st Dist. 1986).
Recently, in Nelson v. Quarles & Brady, LLP, 2013 IL
App (1st) 123122, ¶¶ 24, 75, after a thorough discussion of judgmental immunity, the Illinois Appellate
Court reversed dismissal of a legal malpractice case
finding that it would be possible to state a claim where
the defendant lawyers allegedly failed to bring an action

against the plaintiff in the underlying matter and failed
to assert certain meritorious defenses in a stock dispute. Citing Biomet Inc. v. Finnegan Henderson LLP,
2009 BL 57271, 967 A.2d 662 (D.C. 2009), the plaintiff
successfully argued that “in order to avoid liability
based on a litigation judgment, as claimed here by
[defendant] and as found by the trial court, the attorney must actually have exercised reasoned judgment
in his decision making and not every act of an attorney
constitutes a professional judgment.” Nelson, 2013 IL
App (1st) 123122 at ¶ 37. At the stage of dismissal,
the Court could not decide whether the defendant
lawyers had exercised any judgment at all, or if they
had merely overlooked the legal theories the plaintiff
alleges they should have asserted. Id. at ¶ 56.
The Narrow Interpretation of Judgmental Immunity
In contrast to this broad view of judgmental immunity, that may apply to simply be a version of the standard of care, many jurisdictions have held that the
immunity only applies in situations in which there is a
good faith dispute over the applicable law and that a
lawyer is not responsible for failing to accurately predict how a court will decide such an unsettled question
of law. California, Florida, and, most recently, Virginia,
have adopted this more narrow view.
In California, the judgmental immunity doctrine immunizes attorneys from liability “resulting from an
honest error in judgment concerning a doubtful or
debatable point of law.” Davis v. Danrell, 174 Cal.
Rptr. 257 (Cal. Ct. App. 1981). California courts adhere
to a “two-pronged inquiry”: (1) whether the state of
the law was unsettled at the time the professional
advice was rendered; and (2) whether that advice was
based upon the exercise of informed judgment. Village Nurseries, L.P. v. Greenbaum, 123 Cal. Rptr. 2d
555, 562 (Cal. Ct. App. 2002). Thus, in determining
whether to grant summary judgment based on the
judgmental immunity doctrine, it is an “attorney who
has conducted a ‘thorough, contemporaneous research effort,’ demonstrated ‘detailed knowledge of
legal developments and debate in the field,’ and made
a decision which represented a ‘reasoned exercise of
an informed judgment grounded upon a professional
evaluation of applicable legal principles,’ [who] may be
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Stanley v.
Richmond, 35 Cal. App. 4th 1070, 1094 (Cal. App. 4
Dist. 2014).
The leading case in Florida is Crosby v. Jones, 705
So.2d 1356 (1998). The Crosby case citing Davis,
stated that “the rule of judgmental immunity is premised on the understanding that an attorney, who acts
in good faith and makes diligent inquiry into an area of
law, should not be held liable for providing advice or

“[M]any
jurisdictions have
held that the
immunity only
applies [when]
there is a good
faith dispute over
the applicable law
….“
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JUDGMENTAL IMMUNITY, CONT’D
taking action in an unsettled area of law.” Crosby v.
Jones, 705 So.2d 1356, 1358 (1998). In Crosby, the
plaintiff was injured in an automobile accident, and
retained the defendant to represent her in a suit
against a number of individuals, including the driver
and the driver’s employer. Crosby, 705 So.2d at 1357.
The plaintiff settled with the defendant driver in the
underlying matter and, based on the defendant attorney’s advice, she released the defendant driver but
specifically excepted the defendant driver’s employer
from the release. Id. The defendant driver was then
dismissed with prejudice from the underlying matter.
Id. The trial court in the underlying matter then entered summary judgment in favor of the employer. A
legal malpractice action was brought against the lawyer for counseling dismissal of the defendant employee causing judgment in favor of the employer, but
because at the time the advice was given by the defendant lawyer the point of law was unsettled, the Florida
Supreme Court held that summary judgment was
proper in favor of the defendant lawyer because not
only was there conflicting law at the time advice but
that the defendant lawyer had no duty to inform his
client of the conflicting case law on the issue. Id. at
1358-1359.
In Air Turbine Technology, Inc. v. Quarles & Brady,
LLC, 165 So.3d 816, 822-823 (Fla. 4th DCA 2015), the
issue of whether the plaintiff was exposed to paying
the other party’s attorneys’ fees was exhaustively
researched by the defendant attorneys, and the Court
held that an attorney need not perform research on
every issue during the course of litigation, but rather
can rely on his honest belief and experience. The court
reasoned that most experienced Florida commercial
lawyers could and would reasonably surmise that the
terms “costs” and “expenses” do not include attorney’s fees unless the contract expressly states otherwise. Air Turbine, 165 So.3d at 823. The Court also
held that that the defendant attorney was not liable
for failing to hire an expert of the fees sought in the
underlying dispute because such a decision was tactical in nature and also protected by the attorney immunity. Id. at 823-824.
Donald Patrick Eckler, Esq., is a
partner at Pretzel & Stouffer,
Chartered, who handles civil
disputes across Illinois and Indiana. Pat manages complex
litigation involving doctors,
lawyers, architects, engineers,
appraisers, accountants, mortgage brokers, insurance brokers, surveyors and other
professionals in professional negligence cases. He may
be reached at deckler@pretzel-stouffer.com.

In Shevlin Smith v. Bruce W. McLaughlin, 769 S.E.2d 7,
11-12 (Va. 2015), which dealt with an initial criminal
case, within an underlying criminal malpractice case,
within a legal malpractice case, the Virginia Supreme
Court did not adopt a per se judgmental immunity rule,
but did look to the Davis case in holding that the rule of
law in Virginia protects an attorney from failing to correctly predict the outcome of an unsettled issue. Like
the Crosby case, the issue in Shevlin concerned the
scope and application of a release. Shevlin, 769 S.E.2d
at 14-15. The underlying criminal defendant was found
not guilty of sexual abuse at a second trial after serving
four years in prison following an initial conviction and
brought a legal malpractice claim against his original
attorneys who had unsuccessfully defended him. Id. at
3-4. A release agreement was entered into in that
criminal malpractice claim that released some, but not
all of the defendants in that case. Id. at 4. However, a
subsequent ruling from the Virginia Supreme Court had
the effect of releasing those parties not previously released. Id. An action was then brought against the
lawyers who had counseled the plaintiff to enter into
the release agreement. Id. The Court held that the
attorney who counseled the plaintiff to enter into the
release agreement did not breach his duty to the plaintiff because there was a reasonable basis to counsel his
client as he did and there was no way to anticipate the
ruling of the court. Id. at 15-16.
Conclusion
For the attorney who represents other attorneys, early
evaluation of the availability of the judgmental immunity defense should be undertaken to determine if the
defense applies and then to develop the evidence that
could demonstrate that the alleged malpractice is protected. Irrespective of whether the jurisdiction applies
the broad or narrow interpretation of the immunity,
ascertaining whether the defendant lawyer exercised
judgment in making the decision that is the subject of
the claim can be at the very least used that the attorney
was careful and that simply because the client did not
prevail in the underlying dispute does not mean that
the attorney committed malpractice.
Jennifer Berard, Esq., CPCU, is a Director of Strategic Claims at CNA with 19
years of experience in the combined
litigation and insurance industries, with
an emphasis on large exposure, complex claims in multiple professional
lines of business including lawyers,
physicians, accountants, design professionals, directors/officers and brokers. Jennifer earned
her CPCU designation and is a licensed attorney in Kansas and Missouri.
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CYBERSECURITY AND DATA BREACH UPDATE, CONT’D
When they succeed the persons whose data privacy is
violated commence class actions and individual claims
against the targets of the hackers. The litigation is
complex because the hackers are seldom discovered,
the full extent of the breach is typically unknown, unauthorized transactions may involve a series of contracting parties, and legal procedure creates traps for
the unwary.
Pleading Allegations
Claimants routinely allege in their complaints that PII,
PHI or credit/bank account data was misappropriated
by unknown third parties, that they are at an increased
risk of becoming victims of identity theft crimes and
fraud, that they must spend time and money to protect
themselves, that their bank accounts have been accessed and credit cards have been opened in their
names, and that Social Security numbers have been
used to impersonate them. They may assert that defendant failed to provide reasonable network security
in compliance with industry standards, including utilizing industry-standard encryption, to safeguard their
personal and financial information stored on defendant’s network. See In re Sony Gaming Networks and
Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 996 F. Supp. 2d 942,
967 (S.D. Cal. 2014). They may also allege as injuries
untimely or inadequate notification of the data breach,
improper disclosure of PII, loss of privacy, out-ofpocket expenses incurred to mitigate the increased risk
of identity theft or identity fraud pressed upon them by
the data breach, the value of time spent mitigating
identity theft or identity fraud or the increased risk of
identity theft or identity fraud, deprivation of the value
of PII, and violations of rights under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act. See, e.g., Strautins v. Trustwave Holdings, Inc., 27 F. Supp. 3d 871, 875 (N.D. Ill. 2014).
In a typical credit/debit card data theft case, victims
may allege that they:
“[I]ncurred the following damages: (i) customers'
"debit cards and credit cards were exposed and subjected to unauthorized charges;" (ii) their "bank accounts were overdrawn and credit limits exceeded;" (iii) they "were deprived of the use of their
cards and access to their funds;" (iv) they "lost accumulated miles and points toward bonus awards and were
unable to earn points during the interval their cards
were inactivated;" (v) those customers "who requested
their cards be cancelled were required to pay fees to
issuing banks for replacement cards;" (vi) those customers "who had registered their cards with online
sellers were required to cancel and change their registered numbers;" (vii) their "preauthorized charge relationships were disrupted;" (viii) they "expend[ed] time,
energy and expense to address and resolve these financial disruptions and mitigate the consequences;" (ix)
they "suffered emotional distress;" (x) their "credit and

debit card information is at an increased risk of theft
and unauthorized use;" and (xi) some customers
"purchased identity theft insurance and credit monitoring services to protect themselves against possible
consequences.” In re Hannaford Bros. Co. Customer
Data Sec. Breach Litig., 613 F. Supp. 2d 108, 116 (D.
Maine 2009), aff'd in part, rev'd in part sub nom.,
Anderson v. Hannaford Bros. Co., 659 F.3d 151 (1st Cir.
2011).
Plaintiffs may allege that they were damaged because they must have paid more for services using
credit, because the seller likely included the cost of
data security measures in the sale of the item or service. (But if they cannot show that the seller charged
more for credit use, the argument is unsuccessful. See
Lewert v. P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., 2014 WL
7005097 *2 (N.D. Ill. 2014), rev’d, 2016 WL 1459226
(7th Cir. 2016).)
Causes of action alleged may include: (1) negligence
generally, (2) negligent failure to timely disclose the
intrusion, (3) negligent failure to safeguard PII/PHI
entrusted to a commercial entity, (4) breach of contract, (5) invasion of privacy, (6) negligent misrepresentation, (7) breach of express warranty, (8) breach
of implied warranty, (9) unjust enrichment, (10) violation of state consumer protection statutes, (11) violation of state data breach acts, (12) violation of the
federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (by improperly disposing or transferring consumer information), (13)
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing,
and (14) money had and received.
What are the varieties of damages claims data breach
claimants may assert? Examples are as follows:
Bank overdraft fees
Bank loan interest to cover
Time value needed to alter pre-authorized payments
Loss of accumulated reward points
Loss of reward points during transition
Time value of bank interactions
Loss of money
Loss of access to funds
Loss of reservations
Identity theft insurance cost
Cost of credit monitoring services
Invasion of privacy damages
Emotional distress damages
Class Action Prerequisites
Data breach cases frequently arrive as proposed class
actions because PII, PHI or credit card data breaches
generally involve large numbers of victims. In federal
cases courts will have subject matter jurisdiction if at
least one class member is diverse to the defendant’s
citizenship, there are more than 100 proposed class
members nationwide, and the aggregate amount in
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controversy exceeds $5,000,000. See 28 U.S.C. §1332
(d). Plaintiffs must prove these prerequisites. See Burton v. Mapco Express, Inc., 47 F. Supp. 3d 1279, 1285
(N.D. Ala. 2014) (questioning whether plaintiffs would
be able to meet the $5,000,000 requirement to sustain
jurisdiction). But when a defendant seeks to remove
the case to federal court, defendant has the burden of
this procedural proof. See, e.g., Vasquez v. Blue Cross
of California, 2015 WL 2084592 *4 (C.D. Cal. 2015)
(finding that if each class member received $1.62 in
damages the $5,000,000 threshold would be met);
Rippy v. Target Brands, Inc., 2014 WL 585364 *1 (S.D.
Ill. 2014) (noting that removal may be supported if
class members’ overdraft fees alone would exceed the
$5,000,000 threshold). In addition, a removed class
claim will not be remanded when the complaint alleges
that stolen PII and PHI is protected by the federal ERISA, HIPAA, or similar statutes. In re Anthem, Inc., Data
Breach Litig., 2016 WL 589760 (N.D. Cal. 2016).
Standing
A key defense strategy in response to a cybersecurity
breach case in federal court is a Rule 12(b)(1) motion to
dismiss on grounds claimants lack Article III standing, in
that they have not suffered an injury in fact necessary
to support subject matter jurisdiction. A companion
and oftentimes alternative motion – under Rule 12(b)
(6) - may be added in federal court, or used in state
court, to claim that claimants lack standing because
they are not positioned to assert a claim upon which
relief may be granted. See, e.g., Galaria v. Nationwide
Mut. Ins. Co., 998 F. Supp. 2d 646 (S.D. Ohio 2014).
Recent cases have addressed these issues.
Where plaintiffs cannot show that their personal information was accessed or misused by hackers, generalized allegations of harm based on economic injury,
violation of common law or statutory rights, or an imminent risk of future harm are insufficient to establish
Article III standing. Case v. Miami Beach Healthcare
Group, Ltd., 2016 WL 1622289 (S.D. Fla. 2016)
(rejecting standing based on alleged diminished value
of services for which patient contracted); Patton v.
Experian Data Corp., 2016 WL 2626801 *4 (C.D. Cal.
2016) (ruling that “speculative fear of identity theft” is
not credible, real or immediate to satisfy Article III
standing); In re Horizon Healthcare Services Inc. Data
Breach Litig., 2015 WL 1472483 (D.N.J. 2015) (involving
thief who stole two laptops containing personal information on 839,000 members); Green v. eBay Inc., 2015
WL 2066531 (E.D. La. 2015) (ruling against standing
when plaintiff had not suffered an injury in fact and
adding that mitigation expenses do not confer standing
when the alleged harm is not imminent); In re Zappos.com, Inc. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 108 F.
Supp. 3d 949 (D. Nev. 2015) (holding that plaintiffs
lacked standing to proceed because no plaintiff had

incurred actual damages).
Standing may also be denied when hackers access a
plaintiff’s account but loss was prevented by antifraud notifications or where sums stolen were reimbursed. See, e.g., Peters v. St. Joseph Services Corp.,
2015 WL 589561 (S.D. Tex. 2015) (involving anti-fraud
alert prevention); Whalen v. Michael Stores Inc., 2015
WL 9462108 *3 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) (observing that because credit card companies have “zero-fraud-liability
policies” plaintiff could not suffer injury). Alleged
overpayment – involving arguments that a service
subscriber paid a premium for enhanced data privacy
protection – also has been held insufficient to confer
standing. See, e.g., Carlsen v. Gamestop, Inc., 112 F.
Supp. 3d 855, 861 (D. Minn. 2015) (denying standing
based on the argument plaintiff “would not have paid
as much” for the service had “he known how his PII
would be handled”).
A good example of efforts made by plaintiffs to support standing is shown in In re Science App. Intern.
Corp. Backup Tape Data, 45 F. Supp. 3d 14, 19 (D.D.C.
2014) where the court ruled that “mere loss of data —
without evidence that it has been either viewed or
misused — does not constitute an injury sufficient to
confer standing.” Injuries alleged by plaintiffs in the
case included the following: “(i) increased risk of identity theft, which Plaintiffs peg at 9.5 times their pretheft risk; (ii) expenses incurred in mitigating the risk
of identity theft; (iii) loss of privacy through the exposure of their personal information; (iv) loss of the
value of their personal and medical information; (v)
loss of the value of their insurance premiums, which
should have been used to pay for proper security
measures; (vi) failure to meet the requisite standard
for data security; [and] (vii) the lost right to truthful
information about their data security. Id at 21-22. But
the court ruled that most of the plaintiffs could not
articulate actual injury and thus they lacked standing
(adding that “mere loss of the data” is not enough).
Id. at 19.
The court in Foster v. Essex Property Trust, Inc., 2015
WL 7566811 *2 (N.D. Cal. 2015) agreed with defendants’ argument that “[s]tanding will not exist when
plaintiffs’ personal information was not in fact stolen.”
The court ruled that the Foster plaintiffs failed to offer
record evidence of unauthorized credit charges and
therefore the risk of future identity theft was therefore “implausible.” Id. at *3. Alonso v. Blue Sky Resorts, LLC, 2016 WL 1535890 (S.D. Ind. 2016) followed
suit, ruling that standing was not shown where plaintiffs’ social security numbers were not taken
(eliminating identity theft risk), where proof of unauthorized transactions was not offered, where credit
limits were not reduced while investigation proceeded, and where wage loss was not shown. Injury in
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fact is not established when claims of increased risk of
theft or loss is not “certainly impending” – an element
necessary to confer standing in the absence of proof of
actual loss. See, e.g., Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins.
Co., 998 F. Supp. 2d 646, 654-55 (S.D. Ohio 2014)
(rejecting claimants’ standing arguments as grounded
in speculation). Injury-in-fact standing may be denied
when the record shows that only one proposed class
plaintiff had data misused, but the amount of the
charge and bank fee losses were unknown, and where
other allegations of loss were speculative as supported
only “on information and belief.” In re SuperValu Inc.
Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 2016 WL 1588105 *2
(D. Minn. 2016) (involving data breach at more than
1,000 grocery stores). The risk of identity theft must
first be real and imminent, and not speculative, before
mitigation costs establish injury in fact. Antman v.
Uber Technologies, Inc., 2015 WL 6123054 *10, *11
(N.D. Cal. 2015) (finding theft of names and driver’s
licenses – without social security numbers or credit
card numbers – did not present a risk of “real, immediate injury”).
Statistics may not serve as the ingredient necessary
to confer standing. See, e.g., Strautins v. Trustwave
Holdings, Inc., 27 F. Supp. 3d 871 (N.D. Ill. 2014)
(finding that plaintiff’s claim that a hack victim is 9.5
times more likely to suffer identity fraud fails to establish impending loss to support standing).
Other courts, however, have found that plaintiffs had
standing on “increased risk” grounds. See, e.g., Lewert
v. P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., 2016 WL 1459226 *3
(7th Cir. 2016), ruling that standing will be found when
plaintiffs show an “increased risk of fraudulent charges
and identity theft they face because their data has
already been stolen.” The Lewert court also noted
that a primary incentive of hackers “sooner or later” is
to use the data for fraudulent charges or identity theft.
Id.; accord, Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Group, LLC, 794
F.3d 688, 693 (7th Cir. 2015) (noting that injury is plausible because “[w]hy else would hackers break into a
store’s database and steal consumers’ identities?”).
Other courts agree that where plaintiffs allege a credible threat of impending harm based on disclosure of
their PII following the intrusion, Article III standing is
established. See, e.g., Smith v. Triad of Alabama, LLC,
2015 WL 5793318 *9 (M.D. Ala. 2015) (finding that
“[p]laintiffs have alleged actual identity theft and an
economic injury”); In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach
Litig., 66 F. Supp. 3d 1154, 1159 (D. Minn. 2014)
(conferring standing where plaintiffs pleaded allegations of unlawful charges, blocked bank account access, inability to pay bills, and late payment charges);
In re Sony Gaming Networks and Customer Data Sec.
Breach Litig., 996 F. Supp. 2d 942, 962 (S.D. Cal. 2014);
In Re Adobe Systems, Inc. Privacy Litig., 66 F. Supp. 3d

1197 (N.D. Cal. 2014) (noting that plausible impending
risk of harm was shown when some stolen data - not
plaintiffs’ - had surfaced on the internet).
In assessing a state court class action in which standing was challenged, the court focused on the named
party allegations, not the class they purported to represent. Maglio v. Advocate Health and Hosp. Corp., 40
N.E.2d 746, 752-53 (Ill. App. 2015) (finding that in the
absence of proof of actual identity theft, the claims
“are purely speculative and conclusory”); accord, Longenecker-Wells v. Benecard Services, Inc., 2015 WL
5576753 *4 (M.D. Pa. 2015) (applying same rule in
federal action). But in Tabata v. Charleston Area Med.
Ctr., Inc., 233 W. Va. 512, 759 S.E.2d 459, 464 (2014)
the court found plaintiffs had standing when their
medical records were placed on the internet for six
months. Plaintiffs’ legal interest in their invasion of
privacy and breach of confidentiality claims was
“concrete, particularized, and actual.”
Defenses
Of course the basic defense platform is to support
the quality of the client’s data security systems and
personnel, to obtain high quality cyber expert witness
support, to demonstrate actual damages do not exist,
to show that the alleged injuries are speculative and
uncertain, to blame the intervening conduct of unforeseeable criminal (hacker) wrongdoers to deny causation, to attack class action prerequisite elements, to
challenge standing, to raise the economic loss rule
where appropriate, to emphasize the client’s mitigation response (e.g., free credit monitoring, identity
theft insurance, or identity restoration services), to
challenge the state and federal statutory cause of
action elements, and to challenge the state tort and
other cause of action elements.
Reality is that data breach litigation is in its infancy.
Case law searches will reveal disputes about procedure (e.g., standing, removal, remand), and once in a
while summary judgments, but case activity near the
end of the trial court scheduling order is rarely found.
A lot of law has yet to be created in the field of cybersecurity litigation.
That said, recent cases have involved the following.
As with most professional liability claims, if a claimant
does not offer expert opinion standard-of-care support for its professional negligence claim, defendant
will be dismissed on summary judgment. See, e.g.,
Silverpop Systems, Inc. v. Leading Market Tech., Inc.,
2016 WL 51180 *3 (11th Cir. 2016).
Summary judgment will be granted against claimants
in data breach cases if they are unable to prove actual
damages. See, e.g., Ruiz v. Gap, Inc., 622 F. Supp. 2d
908, 917-18 (N.D. Cal. 2009); Caudle v. Towers, Perrin,
Forster & Crosby, Inc., 580 F. Supp. 2d 273 (S.D.N.Y.
2008) (relating to the negligence and fiduciary breach
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causes of action); Doe v. Henry Ford Health System, 865
N.W.2d 915, 922-23 (Mich. App. 2014) (noting that the
court will not presume an injury).
The economic loss rule may be of value in defending
against data breach damages claims. The rule generally
prohibits the recovery of purely economic losses in tort
absent personal injury or property damage. See Silverpop Systems, Inc. v. Leading Market Tech., Inc., (11th
Cir. 2016); Irwin v. Jimmy John’s Franchise, LLC, 2016
WL 1355570 (C.D. Ill. 2016); In re Sony Gaming Networks and Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 996 F.
Supp. 2d 942, 967 (S.D. Cal. 2014). But, where state law
limits application of the economic loss doctrine to cases
involving injury to a product itself, the economic loss
doctrine may not prevent a tort-based data breach
claim. See In re Hannaford Bros, supra (concluding also
that state law did not allow recovery of emotional distress damages in such cases); Lone Star Nat. Bank v.
Heartland Payment Systems, Inc., 729 F.3d 421 (5th Cir.
2013) (holding the economic loss doctrine did not prevent the claim from proceding).
Even if plaintiffs allege that their credit card information was stolen and they have suffered loss, courts may
require them to show the loss was caused by the specific hack, and not from independent causes. See In re
Science App., supra, at 32 (noting that around 3.3% of
the population will experience some form of identity
theft).
Data security entity defendants may argue that the
hack was caused by the customer’s actions and not via
an exposed portal or other external vulnerability within
the scope of their work. See, e.g., Strautins v. Trustwave Holdings, Inc., 27 F. Supp. 3d 871, 873 (N.D. Ill.
2014) (contending the hack was caused by the customer’s employee’s act in opening a phishing email).
Data breach cases may trigger disputes between the
credit card issuers or transaction servicers and the merchants who are the target of the hack. Those relationships are governed by the agreements in place among
the merchant, transaction servicers, credit card issuers,
and the banks involved in the arrangement. The arrangements may include indemnification clauses subject to damages caps, for example, in which disputes
Thomas D. Jensen is a shareholder
with Lind Jensen Sullivan & Peterson, P.A., in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
His professional liability
defense experience largely has
involved physicians, insurance
agents, lawyers, and financial planners. Tom is a co-founder of PLDF, chairs the Investment Professional Committee and is PLDQ Editor. He
may be reached at tom.jensen@lindjensen.com.

will be adjudicated based upon terms of the agreements. See, e.g., Schnuck Markets, Inc. v. First Data
Merchant Data Services Corp., 86 F. Supp. 3d 1055
(E.D. Mo. 2015) (ruling that the merchant’s indemnity
obligation was limited to $500,000 and that defendants must return to plaintiff sums withheld under the
merchant payment processing agreement in excess of
that sum).
Class Settlements
Defendants or non-parties may communicate with
members of a putative class (before certification) and
negotiate settlements that are considered unfair, as
long as the communications do not involve misconduct
of a serious nature. In re Target Corp. Customer Data
Sec. Breach Litig., 2015 WL 2165432 *2 (D. Minn.
2015) (involving credit card issuer who agreed to a
settlement that required its issuing banks to release
the hacker victim even though the settlement “did not
pass the smell test”).
Discovery
Recognizing that discovery of a defendant’s IT processes may place data confidentiality at risk, courts are
willing to enter protective orders allowing for sealing
of such information. See, e.g., OneAmerica Fin. Partners, Inc. v. T-Systems No. Am., Inc., 2016 WL 89149
(S.D. Ind. 2016) (involving an IT consulting relationship
dispute in which publicity could trigger a data breach).
The court recently in In Re Experian Data Breach Litig.,
No. SACV 15-1592 AG (DFMx) (C.D. Cal. Apr. 13, 2016)
entered a stipulated protective order that may be of
interest to readers.
Conclusion
Early signals suggest data breach litigation may be
trending favorably for defendants. Prevention of class
action certification through standing challenges and
emphasizing absence of actual injury show promise.
Certainly retention of expert loss repair IT consultants
to act quickly in responding to the leak internally, and
offering smart press responses and immediate mitigation assistance externally, are vital first steps. But
what happens thereafter claims-wise presents new
challenges and interesting issues for the cybersecurity
claims professionals and defense counsel.
∞
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ENGAGEMENT LETTERS: A LAWYER’S BEST FRIEND, BY:
DONALD PATRICK ECKLER, ESQ., AND ALICE M. SHERREN, ESQ.
After running a conflicts check, the most basic task in
forming a new client relationship is preparing and having an engagement letter executed. Proper engagement letters can minimize disputes with clients during
the course of the representation, make it easier to
collect fees owed, and provide the first line of defense
should a malpractice claim be asserted.
Engagement letters are more than a mere formality.
Proper engagement letters set the tone for the representation and delineate the payment plan and the
scope of the representation. An engagement letter that
properly defines the scope of the relationship, including who is to be represented, and what work the professional is agreeing to undertake, is key to avoiding or
defending many malpractice claims. As third party
claims rise, even from those who were adverse to the
client, the engagement letter becomes all the more
important.
A few minutes at the beginning of a relationship can
help minimize or avoid years of litigation after
a relationship has ended. This article will discuss how
to use engagement letters to avoid claims and how to
use them effectively in litigation should a claim be
filed.¹
Discussion with the Client
The enthusiasm for a new assignment should not
cloud an attorney from the necessity of an engagement
letter. Engagement letters with new clients can avoid
misunderstandings about payment, whom the lawyer
owes a duty to, and what the lawyer is being retained
to do. Engagement letters are especially important
when taking on new work for longstanding clients to
avoid confusion about what the attorney has agreed to
do (and not do) and how the attorney expects to be
compensated.
Who is the Client?
One of the fastest growing areas of claims against
attorneys is third party claims. These are claims made
by individuals or entities with whom the professional
did not have a direct relationship. Defending this kind
of claim is often necessarily dependent upon the definition of the client in the engagement letter. Who the
client is, and who the client is not, should be set forth
clearly in the engagement letter. The letter should
define that duties are only owed to the client and are
not intended for the benefit of any other individual or
entity. While such definition in the engagement letter
is not foolproof, especially in estate planning situations, it does provide a much better argument for the
professional should he be sued.
Scope of Representation
Engagement letters should clearly define the scope of
representation, both what the attorney is agreeing to
do and what the attorney is not agreeing to do. A ver-

sion of ABA Model Rule 1.2(c), which allows a lawyer
to limit the scope of the engagement after the client
has given informed consent, has been adopted by
most states. This is most often done in a paragraph of
the engagement letter defining the scope of the engagement and is critical to include in situations in
which the lawyer has only agreed to take on a portion
of the work that the client may ultimately seek.
Limiting the scope of representation is common in a
situation which is pre-suit. An attorney might agree to
attempt to resolve the dispute pre-suit for a certain
fee arrangement, and wish to renegotiate the scope of
the representation and payment should a lawsuit actually be required. The limitations on representation
should be fully discussed and agreed to by the client
before the representation begins. In situations in
which expansion of the engagement is not anticipated
from the beginning of the relationship, attorneys
should be attuned to the scope of the representation
they originally agreed to, and if there is an expansion
that is necessary, tender a revised engagement letter
that defines the expanded scope of the relationship.
In routine transactional work, the lawyer should specify which documents and tasks he or she will analyze
and draft, and which tasks the lawyer is not agreeing
to perform. For example, in drafting an estate plan a
lawyer might specifically state that he or she is not
responsible for preparing or filing estate tax returns.
This basic prophylactic step can be used to effectively
defend a claim made by the client that the attorney
was expected to do work that was not set forth in the
engagement letter.
Avoiding fee Disputes
One of the quickest ways to draw a malpractice claim
or a complaint to the state bar is to have a fee dispute
with a client. Suing a client for unpaid fees is often a
recipe for a counterclaim for malpractice. In addition,
trying to collect fees without an engagement letter is
no easy task. Juries and ethics boards do not look
favorably upon lawyers who appear to have taken
advantage of their clients. A clear engagement letter
indicating the lawyer and client discussed and agreed
to the scope of representation and payment plan can
avoid such an appearance.
ABA Model Rule 1.5 defines an unreasonable fee and
many states further regulate by statute the fees that
attorneys can recover in particular cases, specifically,
medical malpractice and workers’ compensation cases.
These rules are clear and not the source of much dispute. Where disputes often arise is in the commercial
litigation context where fees may be blended between
contingency and hourly rate, where a contingency fee
is based upon an amount of savings to the client, or
regarding whether payment for vendors and experts is
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to be advanced by the attorney or paid by the client.
Discussing these issues with the client before the engagement, specifically setting forth the manner in
which fees or costs are to be paid, and sticking to the
agreement throughout the engagement with the client
can avoid disputes. This is not only in conformity with
the ethical requirements attorneys have, it is good
business.
Retainers
Carefully negotiated retainer agreements within engagement letters can avoid fee disputes. There are
generally three different kinds of retainers: 1) classic
retainers, 2) security deposit retainers, and 3) advance
deposit retainers. The classic retainer is earned in its
entirety by the attorney upon payment and is placed
in the operating account. When paid, the client relinquishes all interest in the classic retainer. A security
retainer is a payment for prospective services, where
the client retains an interest in the funds until the
services are actually rendered. The attorney holds the
funds in the trust account in escrow for the client and
moves the funds into the attorneys' operating account
when the funds are earned. A security retainer can be
an eroding retainer or a retainer against the final bill.
In the case of an eroding security retainer only the
billed amount should be moved from the trust account
to the operating account upon issuance of the bill. In
the case of a retainer against the final bill, the money
is held until the final bill in a matter is issued and during the course of the representation the client is billed
and expected to pay over and above the retainer.
This second type of security retainer is often not understood by clients. If a retainer against the final bill is
to be used, it should be thoroughly explained to the
client at the outset of the relationship and it should be
clearly reflected in the engagement letter. In addition,
the office attorneys’ billing staff should be made
aware of the type of retainer involved in a given case.
In situations in which the attorney has more than one
matter with a client, it should also be made clear
which retainer applies to which matter and under
which terms. Nothing will end a relationship faster
than a client with a security retainer getting a bill and
not understanding that he is expected to pay it notwithstanding the retainer.
Finally, an advance payment or flat-fee retainer involves fees paid as compensation for services to be
rendered in the future, however payment passes to
the attorney whether the service is actually rendered
or not. The advance payment retainer is prohibited in
several jurisdictions and heavily regulated in many
jurisdictions in which it is permitted.
In addition to determining the kind of retainer, attorneys and clients should discuss and agree to the
amount of the retainer and how fees above the re-

tainer will be billed and collected. Properly evaluating
the cost of handling a matter and obtaining security
that the client can fund the matter can avoid fee disputes or the need to withdraw from a matter for lack
of payment. Ascertaining the ability of the client to
pay for the representation can be uncomfortable but
is essential to protecting the attorney client relationship. Lawyers deserve to be paid for their work, and
clients who resent being asked to pay their legal fees
(or who lack the funds to pay such fees) are more
likely to bring malpractice claims. It is often best to
decline representation entirely if the lawyer and client
cannot agree on how the representation will be
funded.
Splitting of Fees with Other Lawyers
Referrals are the lifeblood of many attorneys’ practices. Until the last several decades referral fees were
verboten. Though they are now permitted, there are
clear and strict rules that must be followed for attorneys in separate firms to split a fee. Model ABA Rule
1.5(e) requires that any fee split be proportional to the
work done by each attorney, that the fee split be in
writing with consent from the client, and that the
overall fee be reasonable. Fee disputes between referring and receiving attorneys are disfavored by
courts and time consuming for the lawyers involved.
Referring and receiving attorneys should work together to have a mutually agreeable written arrangement signed by each client that is referred.
Terminating the relationship
Misunderstandings about whether the representation has concluded can also lead to malpractice claims.
Such misunderstandings can be minimized or avoided
by sending termination letters to the client when the
representation has concluded. While it is relatively
simple in most litigation matters to define when the
representation has concluded, transactional matters
often present a trickier analysis. This is particularly so
in estate planning matters. Years after the estate
documents are drafted a client may seek modification
of those documents. Clearly defining that the original
engagement had ended and that any more work
would be a new engagement is critical to be able to
argue that any errors in drafting the original documents occurred years prior. This can be essential to
arguing that the statute of limitations or statute of
repose had expired and that no ongoing duty continued because the relationship had been concluded.
Conclusion
It is often said that happy clients do not sue their
lawyers. At the onset of representation, the idea of a
dispute between the lawyer and client can be the furthest thing from anyone’s mind. It is important to have
the hard conversations with potential clients (or existing clients for whom you are taking on additional
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work) before beginning the representation. Being clear
in engagement letters concerning the scope of representation and how the representation will be funded
can go a long way toward a healthy attorney-client relationship.
Donald Patrick Eckler, Esq., is a
partner at Pretzel & Stouffer,
Chartered, who handles civil disputes across Illinois and Indiana.
Pat manages complex litigation
involving doctors, lawyers, architects, engineers, appraisers, accountants, mortgage brokers, insurance brokers, surveyors and other professionals in
professional negligence cases. He may be reached at
deckler@pretzel-stouffer.com.

Endnote
1. It is important to note that this article is focused on
the ABA Model Rules and not the rules of any particular state. As rules may be different, careful consultation with the governing rules is advised.
Alice M. Sherren is a Claim Attorney with Minnesota Lawyers
Mutual Ins. Co. Since joining
MLM, Alice directs the defense of
LPL claims, and speaks on legal
malpractice, risk management,
and ethics matters and has authored many articles.
Earlier,
Alice was a Minneapolis litigator for nearly a decade.
She is a member of the Minnesota State Bar Association and serves on the Professionalism Committee.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE
BY: CHRISTINE S. JENSEN
We’ve been busy at the PLDF office! I hope you have
received our Seventh Annual Meeting brochure. We
are very proud of our programming, and the presentations submitted by members to speak this year. The
annual meeting planning committee (not me) had a
tough job making presentation selections. For those
of you who were runners’ up, don’t despair and please
consider submitting a proposal next year. There will
be lots of professional liability developments in the
next 12 months that will require explication by you!
I also hope you are as impressed by our programming
proposal this year as I am. Good substantive presentations are joined with trial tactics, ethics, adjuster/
attorney collaboration, mediation guidance, and the
depleting limits conundrum will make for great audience participation. Be assured we will not let anyone
down in terms of networking opportunities; our fun
member dinner and the fieldtrip (Coors Brewery) of
course return. Also Tena Gende has organized our
member guest luncheon wrapped around the Mile
High Wine Tour—PLDF events offer something for
everyone!
My near term plans are to visit Chicago sites for the
2017 annual meeting, that will occur on September 27

-29 or October 11-13. We try our best to avoid conflicts with ALADN, DRI events, religious holidays, and
other important fall learning/marketing confabs. Let
me know if you have a preference. I work with national event planning consultant Helms Briscoe in organizing our meetings; we’ll be traveling to Chicago
soon to select a new venue. In addition, I am working
with Helms Briscoe to select the venue for this winter’s Board of Directors meeting that will be held in
Orlando.
As always, please let me know if I may serve you in
any way. You have many choices for your association
memberships and I am driven to provide value to you
in your practices and careers in the adjustment and
defense of malpractice claims.
Cordially, Chris
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